
Si 

Dear Jim, 	
5/27/77 

Reward has caught one of my careless errors and had made some worthwhile suggestions re Tagus and the curbstone. 

In W I refer to the Dallas titIS in connection with this, letter of 7/7/74. }R notes that there was an earlier letter conveying the Dillard picture and suggests getting it. He is correct but I'd broaden this to all records relating to that curbstone and mieed shot. There might be something else in it. 
I'd appreciate it g it you'd ask for this by phone rather than sy writing for it. They can add it to sy overdue order and we can save the minimum charge. You might also ask how long it will be before they can fill that orders. 4ust be about two months now. 
Howard suggests that Dillard mast have distrusted the FBI. I think otherwise, that the Commis ion lawyers recofsaised FBI stonewalling and used Sanders office to by-pace. If I am right this can have 75-226 significance. fe used these records for 226. 
MY 5/17/17 memo refers to the SS and the X.-ray viewers as in connection with shoing them to the .petheadia doctors. I was wrong by a month. It was the Dallas-Connally doctors. 
However, when the Secret Service comes up with this nee-irithholdable record after all these years and we know they showed the 4711/..rays to the COEMISaidd staff and some doctors, question is why is there no similar JFK record free SS? 
In connection with my notes on the Alvarsa article Howard reminds me he had given me a copy of this piece at Stevens toint. I do not have it. If you or eve you keep it because have another now. BR then noted the ROA involvement, too. 
What was HRBIL doing supporting mini =project? 
Howard is moving sl of 6/1, the deg after the first part of his bars. Sis address will be 5885 Sdentield Road, Apt b-29, 1at;k Fla. 32211. 

Best, 


